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Dynamic response of the F52 spinor Bose-Einstein condensate ~BEC! under the influence of external
magnetic fields is studied. A general formula is given for the oscillation period to describe population transfer
from the initial polar state to other spin states. We show that when the frequency and the reduced amplitude of
the longitudinal magnetic field are related in a specific manner, the population of the initial spin-0 state will be
dynamically localized during time evolution. The effects of external noise and nonlinear spin-exchange inter-
action on the dynamics of the spinor BEC are studied. We show that while the external noise may eventually
destroy the Rabi oscillations and dynamic spin localization, these coherent phenomena are robust against the
nonlinear atomic interaction.
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Recent experiments on 23Na condensates confined in an
optical trap @1–3# have stimulated extensive interest in the
study of multicomponent spinor Bose-Einstein condensates
~BECs!. Due to the hyperfine spin of atoms, BECs of alkali-
metal atoms have internal degrees of freedom which are fro-
zen in a magnetic trap. Introduction of an optical trap liber-
ates them to allow BEC to be in a superposition of magnetic
sublevels. Therefore, the spinor BEC can be represented by a
vector order parameter. The F51 spinor BEC was first theo-
retically studied by Ho @4#, Ohmi and Machida @5# by gen-
eralizing the Gross-Pitaevskii ~GP! equation under the re-
striction of gauge and spin-rotation symmetry. Within the
mean-field theory, they predicted a rich set of new phenom-
ena such as spin textures and topological excitations. Law
et al. @6# constructed an excellent algebraic representation of
the F51 BEC Hamiltonian to study the exact many-body
states, and found that spin-exchange interactions cause a set
of collective dynamic behavior of BEC. Since the spinor
BEC appears feasible by using the F52 multiplet of bosons,
such as 23Na, 87Rb, or 85Rb, it is necessary to investigate
the ground-state structure and magnetic response of F52
spinor BEC. Recently, Ciobanu et al. @7# generalized the ap-
proach for the F51 spinor BEC developed by Ho to study
the ground-state structure of the F52 spinor BEC. They
found that there are three possible phases in zero magnetic
field, which are characterized by a pair of parameters de-
scribing the ferromagnetic order and the formation of singlet
pairs. From current estimates of scattering lengths, they also
found that the spinor BEC’s of 87Rb and 23Na have a polar
ground state, whereas those of 85Rb and 83Rb are cyclic and
ferromagnetic, respectively. Koashi and Ueda @8# studied the
exact eigenspectra and eigenstates of F52 spinor BEC.
They found that, compared to F51 spinor BEC, the F52
spinor BEC exhibits an even richer magnetic response due to
quantum correlations among three bosons.
Different from superfluid 3He, a new feature in a spinor1050-2947/2002/66~4!/043606~8!/$20.00 66 0436BEC is that its response to an external magnetic field is
dominated by the electronic rather than the nuclear spin. This
opens up possibilities of manipulating the magnetism of su-
perfluid vapors. Observation of spin domains by Stenger et
al. at MIT @2# offers a remarkable example of such manipu-
lations. Pu et al. @9# investigated the effects of external mag-
netic fields on the dynamics of F51 spinor BEC and found
various magnetic-field-induced effects, such as stochastiza-
tion in population evolution, metastability in spin composi-
tion, and dynamic localization in spin space. In this paper,
we investigate the time evolution of the F52 spinor BEC in
the presence of external magnetic fields with longitudinal
and transverse field strengths Bz(t) and Bx , respectively.
Here the longitudinal magnetic field lifts the energy degen-
eracy of the spin states through Zeeman effects, whereas the
transverse field appears as a coupling between different spin
components. We assume the longitudinal field to be time
dependent and that the transverse field is static. Using per-
turbation theory, a general formula for the oscillation period
to describe the passing across the initial spin-polarized state
is obtained. Another aspect we are interested in the effects of
the external noise and the nonlinear spin-exchange interac-
tions on the quantum coherent behavior of the spinor BEC.
In Sec. II, the Hamiltonian for the spin-2 BEC system is
presented. The Rabi oscillation and dynamic spin localiza-
tion are shown in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we discuss the effects
of external noise on the dynamics of the spinor BEC. A full
numerical discussion based on an effective one-dimensional
nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation is given in Sec. V. A sum-
mary is given in Sec. VI.
II. THE MODEL: SINGLE-MODE APPROXIMATION
We consider the F52 spinor BEC subject to a spatial-
uniform magnetic field Bˆ (t). The Hamiltonian invariant un-
der spin space rotation and gauge transformation is written in
terms of the five-component field operators:
C12 , . . . ,C22 , corresponding to the sublevels mF©2002 The American Physical Society06-1
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given @7,8# by H5H01HB ,
H05E drS \22M Ca1Ca1UCa1Ca1 c¯ 02 Ca1Cb1CbCa
1
c¯ 1
2 (i @Ca
1~Fi!a ,bCb#21c¯ 2Ca
1Ca8
1 ^2a;2a800&
3^00u2b;2b8&CbCb8D , ~1!
HB52mBg fE drCa1@Bˆ ~ t !F#a ,bCb , ~2!
where c¯ 0 , c¯ 1 , and c¯ 2 are related to scattering lengths a0 ,
a2 , and a4 of the two colliding bosons, with total angular
momenta 0, 2, and 4, by c¯ 054p\2(3a414a2)/7M , c¯ 1
54p\2(a42a2)/7M , and c¯ 254p\2(3a4210a2
17a0)/7M . In addition, we have introduced in Eqs. ~1! and
~2!, 535 spin matrices Fi (i5x ,y ,z),
Fx5S 0 1 0 0 01 0 A3/2 0 00 A3/2 0 A3/2 00 0 A3/2 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
D , ~3!
Fy52iS 0 1 0 0 021 0 A3/2 0 00 2A3/2 0 A3/2 00 0 2A3/2 0 1
0 0 0 21 0
D , ~4!
Fz5S 2 0 0 0 00 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 21 0
0 0 0 0 22
D . ~5!
We assume that the external magnetic field is weak so that
the coordinate wave function F(r) is independent of the spin
state and solely determined by the first three terms of Eq. ~1!,
namely, @2\22/2M1U1c¯ 0(N21)uFu2#F5mF , with N
being the total particle number. Substituting Ca5aˆ aF into
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! and keeping only spin-dependent terms, we
obtain
H085
c1
2 F
ˆ Fˆ 1 2c25 Sˆ 1Sˆ 2 ~6!
and04360HB52mBg fBˆ ~ t !Fˆ , ~7!
where Fˆ i5aˆ a
† (Fi)abaˆ b , Sˆ 15Sˆ 2† 5(aˆ 0†)2/22aˆ 1†aˆ 21† 1aˆ 2†aˆ 2† ,
and ci5(c¯ i)*druFu4. We further assume that the magnetic
fields consist of longitudinal and transverse components.
Without loss of generality, the transverse direction of the
field is chosen to be along the x axis, i.e., Bˆ (t)5Bl(t)zˆ
1Bxxˆ . In such a case, the second-quantized Hamiltonian of
HB is
HB52mBg fBl~ t !~aˆ 2
†aˆ 21aˆ 1
†aˆ 12aˆ 21
† aˆ 212aˆ 22
† aˆ 22!
2mBg fBx~aˆ 2
†aˆ 11A3/2aˆ 1†aˆ 01A3/2aˆ 0†aˆ 211aˆ 21† aˆ 22
1H.c.!. ~8!
Similar to Ciobanu et al. @7#, mean-field approximation is
used such that the field operators aˆ a are replaced by c num-
bers aa5APaeiua, where Pa5Na /N is the population in
spin a , and ua the phase of wave function aa . Furthermore,
since this paper deals with the quantum coherent behavior of
the system under the influence of the external magnetic
fields, we assume that the initial spin state of the BEC is the
eigenstate in the absence of external fields, consequently,
contribution from Hamiltonian ~6! is a constant energy shift,
and can be neglected in the dynamics. The semiclassical
equations of motion in Heisenberg representation can be de-
rived from the Hamiltonian HB @we introduce the state vector
a5(a2 , . . . ,a22)T]
ia˙ 5He f f~ t !a , ~9!
where
He f f~ t !52bl~ t !Fz2bxFx . ~10!
Here we have defined bl(t)5mBg fBl(t) and bx5mBg fBx .
The time evolution of the system has a rich set of intriguing
features with different initial conditions. In this paper, we
consider the case that the system begins with unperturbed
spin-0 state a(0)5(0,0,1,0,0)T, i.e., the P0 polar phase de-
fined by Ciobanu et al. @7#. This phase is possible to be re-
alized in 87Rb and 23Na.
III. RABI OSCILLATIONS AND DYNAMIC
SPIN LOCALIZATION
In this section, we analyze the time evolution of F52
BEC described by Eq. ~9! with an initial polar state a(0)
5(0,0,1,0,0)T. Assuming that a(t)5exp@i*0t dtbl(t)Fz#w(t),
we obtain
iw˙ ~ t !5HI~ t !w~ t !, ~11!
where HI(t)52bxexp@2i*0t dtbl(t)Fz#Fxexp@i*0t dtbl(t)Fz#.
Making use of the identity
exp~ ilFz!Fxexp~2ilFz!5Fxcos l2Fysin l , ~12!
the formal solution of Eq. ~11! is obtained as6-2
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0
t
dt@X~t!Fx1Y ~t!Fy# Dw~0 !, ~13!
where X(t)5bxcos@*0t dtbl(t)#, Y (t)5bxsin@*0t dtbl(t)#, and Tˆ
denotes time ordering. Considering the situation in which the
transverse magnetic field bx is weak, we may approximate
Eq. ~13! by the following solution:
w~ t !5expS iE
0
t
dt@X~t!Fx1Y ~t!Fy# Dw~0 !. ~14!
This solution is valid to the first order in bx and preserves
unitarity. After a straightforward calculation, we obtain the
time evolution of the population of spin-a state as
Pa~ t !5uaa~ t !u25U (
b522
2
dba
2 ~p/2!db0
2 ~p/2!
3expS 2iaE
0
t
dtbl~t! D eiblU2, ~15!
where l5A@*0t dtX(t)#21@*0t dtY (t)#2, and the matrix el-
ement is defined as
dba
2 ~u!5^2bue2iuFyu2a& ~b ,a52, . . . ,22 !. ~16!
In particular, the population of the initial spin-0 state at time
t is
P0~ t !5ua0~ t !u25cos2U E
0
t
dt1bxexpS iE
0
t1
dt2bl~t2! D U .
~17!
Thus to the first-order approximation in bx ,we obtain the
analytical expression of the evolution probability for the
spinor BEC remaining in the initial polar state. Expression
~17! is valid for arbitrary time-dependent external magnetic
fields. Obviously, exp@i*0
t dtbl(t)# can be expanded as a dis-
crete Fourier series, and the time integral is either bounded
or increases linearly in time ~on top of an oscillatory piece!.
In the former case, P0 remains close to unity at all times
because of the smallness of bx . This high population of the
initial spin state is just the spin localization. In the latter case,
P0 oscillates between 0 and 1, implying population transfer
between P0 and other Pa (a561, 62). Hence, we have
the spin delocalization, i.e., Rabi oscillation. Thus, we obtain
the oscillation period T as
T5
p
lim
t→‘
U1t E0tdt1bxexpS iE0t1dt2bl~t2! DU
. ~18!
This result is still valid for any time-dependent external field.
We give two examples of special time-dependent external
magnetic fields.
~a! Sinusoidal field bl(t)5bcos(vt). According to Eq.
~18!, the oscillation period is04360T5
p
bxJ0~b/v!
, ~19!
where J0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first kind.
From this result, it can be seen that when J0(b/v)Þ0, there
exists a finite oscillation period, indicating that the popula-
tion can transit from an initial polar state to other spin states
within the driving process. When b50, the longitudinal
field-free oscillation has period T05p/bx . The fact
uJ0(b/v)u<1 implies that T>T0 . This shows that the inva-
sion of the longitudinal magnetic field will suppress the co-
herent population transfer among the five spin components.
The extreme case occurs when the reduced amplitude of the
longitudinal magnetic field b/v is a root of J0 . In this case,
we have T→‘ , which implies that the population transfer is
totally suppressed. Hence the system will stay in the initial
polar state during the whole driving process. This is just the
phenomenon of spin localization. The above analysis is illus-
trated in Fig. 1, where the scaled oscillation period T/T0 is
plotted against b/v . It can be seen that the oscillation period
increases significantly when b/v approaches the roots of
Bessel function J0 .
~b! A combination of static and sinusoidal magnetic fields
bl(t)5b01b cos(vt). In this case, the oscillation period is
T5
p
Ubx lim
N→‘
sin~b0pN/v!
N sin~b0p/v!
Jˆ b0 /v~b/v!U , ~20!
where Jˆ is the Anger function @10# defined by
Jˆ a~b !5
1
pE0
p
dx cos~ax2b sinx !. ~21!
There exists an infinite oscillation period when b0 /vÞk (k
is an integer!, which means that the population time evolu-
tion will undergo localization in the initially populated spin-0
state during the whole driving process. When b0 /v5k , the
oscillation period becomes
T5
p
bxJk~b/v!
, ~22!
FIG. 1. Scaled oscillation period T/T0 of the sinusoidal
magnetic-field case vs the reduced field strength b/v .6-3
ZHANG, CHAN, LI, XUE, AND ZHAO PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 043606 ~2002!FIG. 2. Time evolution of P0(t) with and without external noise in the static magnetic field, b/bx510. ~a! The case without the noise,
~b! the case with the noise D/bx51.0 ~solid curve!, D/bx55.0 ~dashed curve!, and D/bx510.0 ~dotted curve!. bxtc is fixed to be 1.0 for the
case with the noise.where Jk are kth order Bessel functions. From this result, we
find that we can have a finite oscillation period only when
b/v is not equal to a root of Jk , and in this case the evolu-
tion of the initial polar phase is delocalized into other spin
states. If b/v becomes a root of Jk , the oscillation period
approaches infinity, and we have the spin localization.
IV. EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL NOISE
In practice, since the external magnetic field may have a
fluctuation component, the effects of external noise have to
be considered. Another motivation for the introduction of an
external noise is to provide the fluctuations required to de-
stroy the coherence of the population transfer process and, in
suitable cases, leads to a rate process for the decay of the
population. In the following, we study the dynamics of the
system when the external magnetic field has a fluctuating
component. In the simplest case, the statistical properties of
the imposed magnetic field can be prescribed to be indepen-
dent of the characteristics of the system. As a versatile choice
for the noise, an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck ~OU! process @11# is
used. This permits the investigation of the role of the
strength and size of correlation time of the noise on the time
evolution of the spinor BEC. Without loss of generality, the
external longitudinal magnetic field bl(t) is assumed to con-04360tain two components, a stochastic part f (t) and a systematic
part b01b1cos(vt), i.e.,
bl~ t !5b01b1cos~vt !1 f ~ t !. ~23!
The noise f (t) is assumed to be characterized by an OU
process whereby it has zero average value and correlation
function
^ f ~ t ! f ~s !&5D2exp~2ut2su/tc!. ~24!
Here the quantities D and tc are the strength and decay con-
stants of the noise, respectively. When the noise is external to
the system, and therefore not necessarily thermal in charac-
ter, D and tc can be varied in a controlled manner, and are
not restricted by the physical properties of the system. In the
absence of an analytic solution, a numerical investigation of
population Pa(t) is adapted. The population distribution in
the five components of spinor BEC with the external noise
are solved numerically by generating trajectories for the dif-
ferent realization of the noise. The procedure @12# to inte-
grate the stochastic equations is as follows. A stochastic term
is added at each step with its statistical properties described
by an OU process. The OU process is generated by solving a
Langevin equation with a d-correlated noise term. This en-FIG. 3. Time evolution of P0(t) with and without external noise in sinusoidal magnetic field, b/bx52, v/bx510. ~a! The case without
the noise, ~b! the case with the noise D/bx50.2 ~solid curve!, D/bx50.6 ~dashed curve!, and D/bx51.0 ~dotted curve!. bxtc is fixed to be
1.0 for the case with the noise.6-4
DYNAMICS OF THE SPIN-2 BOSE CONDENSATE DRIVEN BY . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 043606 ~2002!FIG. 4. Time evolution of P0(t) with and without external noise in sinusoidal magnetic field, b/bx524.02, v/bx510. ~a! The case
without the noise, ~b! the case with the noise D/bx51.0 ~solid curve!, D/bx55.0 ~dashed curve!, and D/bx510.0 ~dotted curve!. bxtc is
fixed to be 1.0 for the case with the noise.sures that the correlation function of f (t) has the desired
statistical property given by Eq. ~24!.
We present in Fig. 2 the time evolution of the population
P0(t) of spin-0 state in the static magnetic field @b150 in
Eq. ~23!# for the value of b0510bx . In the absence of noise,
as shown in Fig. 2~a!, the population of spin-0 state is always
close to unity during time evolution. This effect is purely the
static spin localization. In this case, the longitudinal mag-
netic field lifts the degeneracy of the five spin components
and the consequent energy mismatch hinders the BEC trans-
fer from the initially occupied polar state to its neighbors in
the spin space. In the case of the intermediate (Dtc;1)
noise modulation, as shown in Fig. 2~b! ~solid curve!, it can
be seen that the population of spin-0 state has a damped
oscillation with a slow monotonic decay superimposed. The
combination of noise and static magnetic field, suppressing
population transfer, produces the decay. It also shows in Fig.
2~b! that with increasing the strength of noise, the decay
becomes more rapid. Therefore, the decaying time can be
controlled by varying the magnetic field or the strength of
noise.
Figure 3 shows the time dependency of P0(t) in the time-
dependent longitudinal magnetic field with the systematic
part bl5b cos(vt). The field parameters are chosen as b
52bx and v510bx , corresponding to the Rabi oscillation04360with scaled period T5T0 /J0(0.2), as shown in Fig. 3~a!. In
the case of a weak noise D/bx50.2 ~dashed curve!, the
population P0 is still oscillatory in our scope of time, but its
oscillation amplitude decreases with time. When the strength
of the noise increases to D/bx51.0 ~dotted curve!, the Rabi
oscillation breaks down completely and the system decays
fast towards equilibrium. This suggests that the coherent
Rabi oscillation for a spinor BEC is sensitive to the external
noise and is destroyed even in a weak coupling regime. We
also present in Fig. 4 the time evolution of P0 for the value
of b/v52.402, corresponding to the dynamic localization,
as shown in Fig. 4~a!. In Fig. 4~b!, we can see that in the case
of intermediate (Dtc;1) noise modulation ~solid curve!, the
population P0 still remains close to unity for an extremely
long time. This insensitivity to the presence of weak noise
reflects the strength of the systematic field. When the
strength of noise increases to a strong coupling regime, a
more rapid and less oscillatory decay is observed in the
population evolution, as shown in Fig. 4~b! ~dotted curve!.
Figure 5 shows the time evolution of P0 in the external
longitudinal magnetic fields consisting of static and time-
periodic components @Eq. ~23!#. The field parameters are
chosen as b0 /bx510, v/bx510, and b1 /bx538.3, corre-
sponding to the spin dynamic localization, as shown in Fig.FIG. 5. Time evolution of P0(t) with and without external noise in a combination of static and sinusoidal magnetic field, b0 /bx510,
b1 /bx538.3, v/bx510. ~a! The case without the noise, ~b! the case with the noise D/bx51.0 ~solid curve!, D/bx55.0 ~dashed curve!, and
D/bx510.0 ~dotted curve!. bxtc is fixed to be 1.0 for the case with the noise.6-5
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similar to that shown in Fig. 4~b!, the population P0 of
spin-0 state remains close to unity in our scope of time. Even
in the strong coupling regime ~dashed curve!, the fast oscil-
lations still exist, suggesting the fundamental interplay be-
tween the systematic and noise fields. With further increase
in the strength of noise, the system decays rapidly towards
equilibrium, and therefore, the spinor BEC initially localized
in spin-0 state is delocalized and diffuses among all spin
states, as shown in Fig. 5~b! ~dotted curve!.
V. DYNAMIC SPIN LOCALIZATION BEYOND
SINGLE-MODE APPROXIMATION
In the above discussions, the single-mode assumption
~SMA! has been used: the wave function for each spin com-
ponent retains the same spatial profile during the time devel-
opment. Therefore, the possibility of high-energy mode ex-
citation is neglected and the system dynamics is fully
described by the internal population transfer among the spin
components. This SMA treatment is valid for a small particle
number N. When N is large, the nonlinear spin-mixing pro-
cesses induce the large energy transfer from the initial
ground state to the excited modes, thus destroying the valid-
ity of the SMA. However, when the initial state is taken to be
the eigenstate of the mean-field GP equation, the SMA is
expected to describe well the dynamics in the absence of
dissipation and external driving @13#. In this section, we go
beyond the SMA by means of a numerical simulation of the
time-spatial evolution of the system.
Due to anisotropic nature of the optical trapping potential,
the cigar shaped BEC is assumed to be quasi-one-
dimensional and hence the wave function associated with the
spin-a state may be written as
ca~x ,y ,z ,t !5f’~x ,y !fa~z ,t !e2iv’t, ~25!
where z is the direction of weak confinement, f’(x ,y) is the
ground-state wave function of the two-dimensional harmonic
oscillator, and v’ the tight confinement frequency. Inserting
Eq. ~25! into Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, we obtain the equations of
motion for the longitudinal wave functions fa(z ,t) in a di-
mensionless form
i\
]c2
]t
5Lc21 f 2c11 f zc21c22* s22bxc122bl~ t !c2 ,
~26a!
i\
]c1
]t
5Lc11 f 1c21A32 f 2c01 f zc12c21* s2
2bxS c11A32c0D 2bl~ t !c1 , ~26b!
i\
]c0
]t
5Lc01A32~ f 1c11 f 2c21!
1c0*s22bx~c11c21!, ~26c!04360i\
]c21
]t
5Lc211A32 f 1c01 f 2c222 f zc212c1*s2
2bxSA32c01c22D 1bl~ t !c21 , ~26d!
i\
]c22
]t
5Lc21 f 2c212 f zc221c2*s22bxc21
12bl~ t !c22 , ~26e!
where L52d2/dz21z2/41c¯ 0Nh(uf2u21uf1u21uf0u2
1uf21u21uf22u2) with transverse structure factor h
5* uf’(x ,y)u4dxdy /* uf’(x ,y)u2dxdy , f 15c¯ 1(f2*f1
1A3/2f1*f01A3/2f0*f211f21* f22), f 25 f 1* , f z
5(c¯ 1/2)( i5222 uf iu2, and s25(2c¯ 2/5)(f02/22f1f21
1f2f22). The above equations have been written in dimen-
sionless form and the units for length, energy, and time are
A\/(2mvz), \vz , and 1/vz , respectively, where vz is the
axial trapping frequency. In the numerical simulation of the
dynamic equations ~26!, the initial wave functions are taken
to be ground state of the one-dimension GP equations
Lf i(z ,0)5mf i(z ,0), where f i(z ,0) satisfies the normaliza-
tion * uf i(z ,0)u2dz5Ni /N with Ni the initial particle number
in spin-i component.
We first discuss the dynamics of the system in the absence
of coupling magnetic fields. Figure 6 shows the time evolu-
tion of the population of spin-0 component for two kinds of
initial population. The solid line in Fig. 6 corresponds to the
initial state that five spin components are initially equally
populated, whereas the dotted line corresponds to the case
that the BEC initially populates spin-0 components. It shows
~solid line! that during time evolution, the population of
spin-0 component develops into a complex oscillatory struc-
ture, implying the excitation of high-energy modes. The ex-
citation originates from the fact that the initial state is not a
mean-field eigenstate of the SMA Hamiltonian ~6!, thus lead-
ing to a redistribution of the total energy E between the sym-
metric and unsymmetrical parts ~denoted by Es and Ea , re-
spectively! of the total Hamiltonian. When Ea is sufficiently
FIG. 6. Time evolution of P0(t) for two kinds of initial popu-
lation: Ni /N50.2, i522, . . . ,2 ~solid line!, N0 /N51 ~dashed
line!. Other parameters are vz52p360 Hz, a0534.9aB , a2
545.8aB , a4564.5aB for 23Na (aB is the Bohr radius!, h51, N
510 000.6-6
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mixing processes and the SMA description breaks down for a
large value of the particle number N. When the initial state is
chosen to be the SMA eigenstate, the population of spin-0
state does not vary in time ~dotted line!. Thus, SMA treat-
ment is appropriate for the spin-polarized state with the BEC
localized in spin-0 component.
In the presence of external magnetic fields, the five spin
components are coupled. The atomic population is featured
by Rabi oscillations among the spin states. To see the validity
of the SMA in studying the dynamic spin localization, we
present in Fig. 7 the time evolution of the population of
spin-0 state for several values of amplitude of oscillatory
magnetic field. It shows that the weak transverse magnetic
field couples the five spin components, inducing Rabi oscil-
lation between the initial populated spin-0 state and the other
spin states. The presence of an additional oscillatory mag-
netic field slows down the oscillation periods. Finally, when
the field parameter is modulated to satisfy b/\v52.4, as
shown in Fig. 7~b!, the Rabi oscillation completely stops and
the population of spin-0 state always remains close to unity
during its time development. The good agreement between
the SMA results and exact numerical solution suggests that
FIG. 7. Time evolution of P0(t) in the presence of a uniform
field bx51. ~a! The case without sinusoidal magnetic field, ~b! the
case with sinusoidal magnetic field bl(t)5b cos(vt), v510, b
524. Other parameters are the same as used in Fig. 6.04360the phenomenon of dynamic spin localization is well-defined
beyond the simple SMA. This robustness of dynamic local-
ization against nonlinear atomic interaction is in contrast to
the case of two-component BEC system, where there are no
energy-stable spin-polarized states.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, by the application of the external magnetic
fields which may contain a random component, we have
elaborated on the control of population transfer among the
internal spin states for the F52 spinor BEC. After taking the
mean-field approximation, a general formula is obtained for
the oscillation period to describe the quantum transition from
the initial spin polar state to other spin states. In particular,
when the frequency and reduced amplitude of the longitudi-
nal magnetic field are related in a specific manner, the popu-
lation of the initial spin-0 state is dynamically localized dur-
ing the time evolution. In addition, the effects of external
noise on the coherent population transfer dynamics of the
spinor BEC are studied. Our findings are the following.
~i! The Rabi oscillations are sensitive to the external
noise, and even weak coupling can destroy completely the
Rabi oscillations in an earlier length of time.
~ii! When the strength of noise is weak, because of strong
suppression caused by the systematic field, the static and
dynamic localization may remain for experimentally relevant
times.
~iii! When the strength of noise is strong, delocalization
due to phase randomness occurs during time evolution and
the initially localized BEC diffuses among five spin compo-
nents.
~iv! The Rabi oscillation and dynamic spin localization
are robust against the nonlinear spin exchange interaction.
Thus in order to observe the static or dynamic localization
in spin space, one should produce stable magnetic fields,
which have as little as possible the stochastic component.
Although it is difficult to keep the external noise from intrud-
ing on dynamics, recent observation of the well-defined co-
herence between the two BECs @14,15# suggests that the ex-
ternal noise can be greatly suppressed in an experimental
setup. Therefore, we expect such macroscopic coherent
quantum controls as Rabi oscillation and dynamic localiza-
tion may be realized in spinor BEC experiments.
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